Logical Operations Test (BLOT) was developed for assessing the transition to formal operational thinking. BLOT is a 35 item multiple-choice test which examines all of the operations which comprise the logico-mathematical structure of formal operations in Piaget's theory. The test was translated into Serbian and used in previously reported research. This work deals with two additional parallel versions of the Serbian BLOT. For each original BLOT item two more parallel items have been constructed by changing the item content and leaving the logical structure of the item the same. Sample consisted of 517 primary and secondary school students. Rasch analysis confirmed that the vast majority of items maintained invariance across at least two test versions: for 19 original items both parallel items maintained their invariance, for 14 items one of the parallel items had similar parameters and only 2 items did not remain invariant in the parallel tests.
INTRODUCTION
This work deals with the examination of three versions of BLOT test in Serbian. Two of them have been constructed recently as parallel versions of the original BLOT test translated from English. The research has practical implications on developing a proper parallel version of the test which can be used in further formal operational thinking studies. The results related to psychometric characteristics of items from two constructed parallel versions can also be considered in the framework of competence-performance problem, i.e. in the context of an important theoretical issue regarding the relationship between form and content of thinking on the formal operations stage.
The concept of formal operations is introduced in The Growth of Logical Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence (GLT) by Bärbel Inhelder and Jean Piaget (1958) . The authors described qualitative changes in cognitive processes evolving in adolescence comparing the new form of thinking to the one on the previous stage since a development is a process of restructuring, with each structure being incorporated in the next one. Gruber and Vonèche (1995) emphasize five transformations which mark the shift from concrete-operational level to formal operations stage and they are classically considered as distinctive characteristics of formal operational thinking: (1) combinatorial thinking, (2) the ability to differentiate between the real and the possible, (3) hypotheticodeductive thinking, (4) propositional thinking and (5) separating form from the content. Formal operational thinking adolescents are capable to generate system of every possible combination in which all the elements are intertwined in such a way that moving from one element to the other is always possible. Instead of simply coordinating the facts related to reality, hypothetico-deductive thinking makes implications on the basis of possible propositions and, in that way, reaches a unique synthesis of the possible and the necessary (Piaget, 1953) . Adolescents can treat content of propositions hypothetically and think about them correctly focusing on their logical connections. Piaget and Inhelder (1969) claim that abstract thinking, in which structure dominates over content of thinking, enables combining the two forms of reversibility. Within that system, inversion and reciprocity are connected in such a way that each operation within the system is at the same time inverse to some other operation, and reciprocal to some third operation, so that there are four transformations: identity, negation, reciprocal, and correlative (group INRC). Inhelder and Piaget (1958) introduced different problem-solving situations, usually resembling experiments in physics, which required formal operational thinking for their complete solution. The behavior of children confronted with these problems was systematically analyzed and related to the concept of the formal structured operational schemata. The schemata reflect concepts that emerge in the interaction with certain contents. They are derived from co-ordinations of the operations rather than operations upon objects in the environment.
Studies of formal operations are very different in respect to instruments applied to their examination. In the original investigation of formal operations (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958 ) the specific Genevan investigative technique called methode clinique, or methode critique, was used (Bond, 2010) . This methodology incorporates a constructive dialog between researcher and subject in which researcher's remarks and enquiries are aimed at exploring organization of subject's behavior in order to infer about underlying intellectual competences. The clinical method is described in a number of sources (Piaget, 1964; Inhelder, 1969; Inhelder, 1989; Bond & Jackson, 1991) . Many investigations of formal operations have been based on original tasks from GLT (Lovell, 1961; Bart, 1971 Bart, -1972 Neimark, 1975; Kuhn, Langer, Kohlberg, & Haan, 1977; Martorano, 1977; Bond & Bunting, 1995) although not all of them did strictly follow Genevan procedures of collecting and analyzing data. It was also common to investigate formal operations with adaptations of original tasks or tasks constructed to examine particular formal operation engaged in problemsolving situations described by Inhelder and Piaget in GLT (Rowell & Hoffman, 1975; Kuhn & Brannock, 1977; Kuhn, Ho, & Adams, 1979; Lawson, Karplus, & Adi, 1978; Noelting, 1980; Mwamwenda, 1999) . Some researchers developed instruments on the basis of logico-mathematical model of formal operations structure, which cover a certain number of formal operations (Piagetian Reasoning Tasks -see Wylam & Shayer, 1978 ; How is your logic? -see Gray, 1976a Gray, , 1976b Butch and Slim -see Ward, 1972) . There are also a group of purportedly related studies in which subjects solved tasks based on the rules of classical formal logic (Brainerd, 1976; Ennis, 1978; Goswami, 2001 ).
Bond's Logical Operations Test (BLOT) was developed for assessing the transition to formal operational thinking. The test is unique because it was designed to examine all the operations which comprise the logico-mathematical structure of formal operations and all the logical schemata of the formal operations stage. The delineation of formal thought structures explicated in Chapter 17 Concrete and formal structures in GLT, rather than the behavioral descriptions and their ordering, was the starting point for BLOT items development (Bond, 1976 (Bond, , 1978 (Bond, , 1980 (Bond, , 1995 . BLOT consists of 35 items in multiple choice format designed as instantiations of the calculus of the sixteen binary operations of truth functional logic and the INRC four-group of operations from Piaget's logical model (see Table 2 ). Since this work deals with examination of parallel versions of BLOT and regarding the fact that construction of parallel items will be discussed later, it is important to mention that certain BLOT items (several groups of 2-4 items) are linked i.e. their content is related. The report of the test development (Bond, 1976) indicated that BLOT has construct validity as well as a test-retest reliability correlation of .91 for an interval of greater than six weeks. It is confirmed that BLOT items have high levels of concurrent validity with the original Inhelder and Piaget tasks (Bond, 1980 (Bond, , 1989 . Further studies underlined the validity and utility of the test (Morley, 1979; Christiansson, 1983; Smith & Knight, 1992; Bond & Jackson, 1991) . Besides that, it was shown (Bond, 1995; 1997 ) that BLOT and PRTIII (which has very good face, construct and predictive validity -see Shayer, 1978 Shayer, , 1979 Shayer & Adey, 1981) measure the same underlying psychological trait, the development of formal operations. Almost a decade ago, BLOT was translated into Serbian and successfully applied to investigation of formal thinking in Serbian adolescents (Stepanović, 2004a) .
THE PROBLEM
This research deals with empirical examination of parallel versions of Serbian BLOT. The main goal is to test two new versions of BLOT in Serbian and to discover whether they could be considered as parallel versions of the original test translated in Serbian. The parallel versions were developed for the purpose of testing the influence of peers' interaction on the development of formal operations (Stepanović, 2010) . The interaction study had balanced experimental design. In order to prevent the effect of memorizing the tasks (used in the intervention phase) on the post-test results, it was necessary to construct parallel versions of BLOT items. For that reason, it was important to develop items with psychometric properties which will match with those of the original BLOT items as much as possible. The two parallel versions of Serbian BLOT have been constructed in order to provide enough items with good parameters so that they can be an adequate replacement for the original items in the intervention phase. For that reason, the focus of this paper is comparison among parameters of items from parallel versions and original BLOT items. That examination should indicate whether constructed tests can be considered as parallel versions of Serbian BLOT. An even more important question is: Do we have enough items that fit originals or do we have at least one parallel item for each item from the original test? Apart from its practical value, the examination of parallel versions of Serbian BLOT has theoretical importance as well because it is related to the problem of relationship between form and content and to the existence of horizontal decalage phenomenon on the stage of formal operations. It was mentioned in the introduction that one of the crucial characteristics of formal operations is the ability to separate form of the problem from its content. Describing the stage of concrete operations, Piaget (1953) claims that one of the constriction of concrete operations is their dependence of a content they operate upon. That is a reason why the decalages between thought in one domain and another appear on this stage. In contrast to that, formal operations represent the structured whole which exceeds limits of the previous stage. However, a certain number of studies indicated that subjects are not equally successful on different formal operation tasks which suggested that horizontal decalage appears on this stage as well. These findings provoked numerous discussions regarding formcontent relation and phenomenon of horizontal decalage on the stage of formal operations (Stepanović, 2004b) . Although this issue is not central problem of the paper in our opinion the investigation that will be presented here can contribute to this topic.
Method
Subjects. The convenience sample consisted of 517 Serbian students: 162 subjects in sixth grade primary school (mean age 12;7, mode -12;5); 197 subjects from eighth grade primary school (mean age 14;6, mode -14;4) and 158 secondary school students (mean age 16;5, mode -16;8). Six classes from each grade were tested, three from urban and three from rural primary schools. Secondary school students came from three grammar school classes and three vocational school classes because secondary schools exist only in towns.
Instruments. Three Serbian versions of the BLOT test were used: Version 1 (V1) -the original BLOT translated in Serbian; Versions 2 (V2) & 3 (V3) are the parallel versions constructed in Serbian language. All versions followed the original 35 items in multiple choice format.
BLOT V1 was translated into Serbian and used in previous research (Stepanović, 2004a) . The results of that study showed that Serbian version had good measurement characteristics and that items parameters were very similar to those from the studies which used BLOT in English (Stepanović, 2004a) .
Two additional Serbian language versions of BLOT (V2 &, V3) were made for the purpose of investigating the role of peer interaction on formal operation development. For each original item V1 two parallel V2 and V3 items were constructed. Parallel items were developed in such a way that changes were made to the items' content only, while the logical structure of the original items remained the same. Wherever possible, the format of items (grammatical structure and meaning of sentences) was also preserved so that the only change was replacement of one term with another. For the majority of BLOT items it was possible to construct parallel items which so preserved the format of the original item. In order to illustrate such items (see the Example 1, items are presented in Serbian and their translation in English is provided). However, some parallel items were changed to a greater extent than this because we were not able to find a phenomenon very similar to the one mentioned in the content of the original item. In particular cases it was difficult to replace phenomena from original items with new ones which would be close to everyday life and students' experience (mentioned problems regarding the items' content are labeled with c in Table 2 ). Some problems in construction of parallel items were related to the fact that the found phenomena could not fit the format of original item precisely (labeled with f in Table 2 ). Certain linked items were also problematic because it was hard to fit the new content in a specific manner in which contents of original linked items refer to each other (labeled with l). Sometimes two of those problems occurred together, and sometimes all of them (see Table 2 ). Because of the reasons discussed above several parallel items preserved the logical form of original item but their format was changed (see the Example 2) Procedure. All three versions of BLOT were administrated as group tests in 18 classes. Three versions were distributed in each class randomly; thus, one third of students in each class was tested by V1, one third by V2 and one third by V3.
The analytical technique. Rasch analysis (Rasch, 1960; Wright & Masters, 1982; Bond & Fox, 2001 ) is held to be the most appropriate for this purpose because it is sensitive to the explicitly developmental nature of Piagetian accounts (Bond 1995; Bond, 1997; Bond & Fox, 2001) and it provides an estimation of the unidimensionality of the data set under analysis, which is relevant for comparison among three versions of Serbian BLOT.
Results
The results of Rasch analysis reveal very good psychometric characteristics of all three Serbian BLOT tests. The reliability coefficients for items are more than satisfactory and similar across three versions of BLOT (Table 1) . Reliability of subjects for three tests is a bit lower but still very well (0.83 -0.84). Fit statistics suggests that each of the three versions fit a unidimensional model, i.e. each measures one underlying trait. The mean values for items differ across three versions of the test. The original BLOT is the easiest for students (M=-0.70). V2 is slightly harder (M=-0.54) than the original BLOT, but existing difference can be neglected and difficulties of two tests considered as equal since item error estimates are about 0.20 logits. However, V3 (M=-0.16) seems to be more difficult than V2, and it is definitely more difficult than the original BLOT because the means difference is statistically significant. Found differences were the reason to take a closer look to the parameters of items in different version of BLOT. Figure 1 presents items' estimates across three versions. Axis x represents the items, from easiest to most difficult. On axis y is located item's difficulty, in logit units. For each item three estimates, one from each version are displayed. Some items (q9, q13, q27, q31, q33, q34, q35) have the same difficulty in three versions of the test. For certain items (q3, q10, q12, q15, q19, q33) the differences in estimates are notable but not large. However, difficulty of items (q1, q6, q7, q8, q20, q21, q22) marked with gray rectangles varies in greater degree across three tests.
For more precise information regarding items difficulty across three versions of BLOT it is necessary to test the difference between pairs of estimates, i.e. to compare original items with the corresponding items from V2 and V3. In order to make such comparison, the original items are plotted against the items from parallel versions and invariance of item-difficulty estimates across items measuring the same operation was tested. Pairs of items estimates (original item difficulty and difficulty of parallel item) were plotted onto a scatter plot. If we draw a diagonal line (45° or slope 1) through the point representing the group means of items estimates for two versions of BLOT (the original and one of parallel versions), we construct a line that represented an ideal situation in which all corresponding items would have exactly the same difficulty and lie along that line. Usefully, Rasch modeling provides us with error estimates for items' estimate, and we can use these to construct control lines to see whether the distribution of the plotted item points is close enough to the modeled relationship diagonal line for the measures to be regarded as sufficiently identical (i.e. identical within the limits of measurement error). The formula for constructing the control lines for 95% confidence band around diagonal through the mean item estimates was derived originally from Wright and Stone (1979) and it is presented in Bond and Fox book about Rasch analysis (2001) . The precision of the plotting Rasch model estimates depend on the size of the error estimates (Bond & Fox, 2001 ). Since we had more than 150 subjects per each test, it is reasonable to believe that error of items' estimates will be relatively small. This was justified by the fact that the item error estimates in all versions are approximately the same for all items, mostly about 0.20 logits.
The results of plotting the original items (V1) against items from the Version 2 (V2) are shown on Figure 2 . Majority of items (28 out of 35) from the V2 fall within confidence band. Seven items (q3, q6, q7, q8, q12, q13, q35) lie on, or very near, the ideal diagonal line, which means that differences in their estimates are smaller than 0.1 logits. If we have in mind the mentioned item error estimates, we can say that the 14 items from V2 have the same difficulty (within measurement error) as the corresponding originals, since the difference between pairs of estimates is smaller than 0.2 logits. There are 5 items (q2, q11, q14, q17, q18) that are positioned on the control lines, or very close to them, and only 2 items (q1, q22) misfit the invariance model. Comparison among items from Version 3 (V3) and the original items is presented in Figure 3 . The majority of items have invariant estimates in these two versions of BLOT (24 of 35). Five items (q25, q27, q33, q34, q35) lie on the ideal diagonal line. If we have less strict criteria and tolerate the difference between corresponding items lower than 0.2 logits, as we did in case of V2, it can be stated that 7 items from V3 represent the perfect match for corresponding original BLOT items. Four items from V3 (q4, q11, q14, q26) are on (or near) control lines. Estimates of 8 items (q6, q7, q8, q20, q21, q28, q30, q32) differ to a greater extent from the original items which measure the same operations.
Presented figures show that V2 is closer to the original BLOT than V3. More items from V2 have the same or very similar estimates as the original items than from V3. This is in accordance with the data regarding the mean values for three versions of BLOT (Table 1) Rasch measurement showed that for 19 original items both parallel items maintained their invariance. For 14 items one of the parallel items had similar parameters. Only 2 items did not remain invariant in the parallel tests (q11 and q14).
Since the logical structure and format of q11 were preserved in parallel items, like it was illustrated by the Example 1, it is hard to explain existing difference in their estimates (V1=0.43, V2=-0.25, V3=-0.33). The original q14 (-0.96 ) is also more difficult than its parallel versions (V2=-1.58, V3=-1.70), but in this case the parallel items do not have exactly the same meaning as the original item (Example 3). From two parallel items one can easily conclude that one person will become a winner eventually (every week, or every month) and, according to that fact, to estimate the chances of winning. However, in the original item it is not that obvious that every type of ruffle will have a winner and maybe that makes this item more difficult than the parallel items. 
DISCUSSION
The main goal of this research was to test two new versions of BLOT in Serbian and to discover whether they can be considered as parallel versions of the original test. The result show that majority of items, in both new constructed versions, do not differ from the original items regarding their estimates. However, the number of items that fit invariance model was bigger in Version 2 (28 out of 35, only 2 items strongly misfit the model) than in Version 3 (24 out of 35, 8 with misfit estimates). Table 2 represents information summary of parallel items: their logical form, content linkage with other items, particular problems occurring during the construction, and the information about the comparison between parallel and original items estimates. Legend: c -Problems in finding a phenomenon similar to the one from the content of the original item. l -Problems in fitting the new content in the linked items f -Found phenomena could not precisely fit the format of the original item √ -Big difference between the estimates of the parallel item and the original.
The data about items estimates show that vast majority of original items have at least one parallel item, more than half of them have two parallel items and only two items are left without "twin" item, since q11 and q14 from both parallel versions have different estimates from the original items. Fortunately, the estimates of two misfitted items in both versions are close to the confidence band, which means that the difference between their difficulty and the difficulty of the original item is not large. In Table 2 one can notice that problems in items construction sometimes were followed by the estimate difference between a particular item and corresponding original item (q14, q17, q18 from V2; q6-q8, q14, q30 from V3). Such cases reveal potential reasons of found discrepancies and they can direct work on further development of parallel items. But, sometimes the difference in estimates appeared without previous construction problems which suggested that it is important to get back to the content of each misfitted item and try to find the difference in comparison to the content of the original item, as we did in the case of q11 and q14. The biggest difference (q20, V3) was the effect of an accidental replacement of the word less with word more which led to a completely different logical form of this parallel item. For some other discrepancies in items' estimates it was not easy to find an explanation because constructed items preserved the format of the original items (q22 from V2; q26 and q32 from V3), as it was the case with q11. However, for majority of misfitted items it was possible to determine particular points that could be regarded as potential sources of differences. Our analysis has discovered certain patterns. Some items differed from original in the text length (q1, V2) which could make them more difficult in the terms of the information processing. The other discrepancies could be related to the different meaning of the original and parallel items, and they can be ascribed to different kind of phenomena or to a different relationship between events mentioned in the items' content. Even though in the construction of parallel items we intended to make minimal interventions trying to replace just one term with another wherever possible, those substitutes were not always addressing the phenomena of the same nature. For example, an absolute phenomenon was replaced with a continuous one, (q4, V3) or a phenomenon which can be changed was substituted by a phenomenon which cannot be changed (q30, V3).
Although horizontal decalage on the formal operation stage was not the central problem of this research, the question regarding the influence of changed tasks content on students' performances can be raised. In that respect, the previously mentioned item 11, whose estimates vary across all three versions of BLOT, is particularly interesting. This item was minimally changed in comparison to the original item. Items like that are the simplest case for analysis because different students' performances on them can be the result only of changes in single terms/concepts, since logical structure and format of the original item remained constant. In order to answer the question about the relationship between form and content it is very important to define precisely our understanding of content because it can represent different aspects which were not recognized and sufficiently differentiated in the mentioned discussions addressing the horizontal decalage phenomenon. The case of q11 content can be related to the type of decalage which Chapmen (1988) called "procedural decalage" when discussing concepts of stage, structure and developmental synchronicity in the context of Piaget's theory. He referred to the fact that the different versions of the same task are nevertheless solved by subjects at different ages and related that to the competence-performance distinction.
CONCLUSION
Presented data lead to the conclusion that Version 2 is closer to the original BLOT than to Version 3, and parameters of Version 2 allow us to regard it as a parallel version which needs some additional work in improving a few items. The relevance of this research is not just the usage of items with good psychometric characteristics in the research of peers' interaction on formal operation development but also in the fact that we consider this examination as the first step in the development of parallel versions of BLOT which can be used in different researches. Furthermore, we are planning to translate Serbian parallel items into English and to conduct a research with an English speaking group of adolescents in order to develop parallel versions of the test in English.
As we mentioned before, this research could be related to the important theoretical problem of the existence of horizontal decalage phenomenon on the stage of formal operations. The generalization of formal operations across different domains was reconsidered by Piaget (1972) , but that issue was also addressed by many other authors interested in this period of development (Neimark, 1975 , Kuhn & Brannock, 1977 , Wason, 1977 , Chapman, 1988 , Overton, Ward, Noveck, Black, & O'Brien, 1987 . The main question is: Can this type of decalage be considered as in accordance with Piaget's theory, especially with his concept of formal operations? We can say that this kind of data does not contradict Piaget's theory, having in mind that he was interested in the universal course of development, i.e. structural invariants and their formal characteristics, and not in the individual subject, individual differences or in the specific context in which the structures are manifested. It is often emphasized that theoretical synchronicity does not imply the empirical one, and that Piaget always talked about the former not the latter (Chapman, 1988; Lourenco & Machado, 1996; Baucal & Stepanović, 1999) . According to Bond (1995) it is a naïve point of view that competence in formal operational thinking requires an immediate transfer to all performance situations. On the other hand, Gray (1990) emphasizes the concept of pseudo-necessity, mentioned by Furth in his famous book Piaget and Knowledge (1969) , as a more adequate explanation of the discussed problem. Gray argues that sometimes experiences which contradict an adaptational structure and usually lead to a developmental change are not acknowledged as such because they are considered impossibility by the adaptations. The resistance of existing adaptational structures to a new kind of adaptation is explained by pseudo-necessity, i.e. an adaptationally created impossibility. No matter how we explain the horizontal decalage phenomenon on formal operational stage, it is true that form-content interaction is not adequately explicated in GLT and we can consider different aspects of the horizontal decalage phenomenon. Because of that, it is very important to distinguish those aspects and to organize researches which will deal with these issues and collect empirical data in order to investigate different performance aspects of the Piagetian competence model.
